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Now Discussing

Ian Payne is Leading Britain's Conversation.
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            German troops arrive in Lithuania for rare long-term foreign deployment
            
        
        

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: David Cameron has called for 'major changes' from Israel]

        
            
            Lord Cameron flies to meet Donald Trump at Mar-a-Lago estate in unusual meeting as he lobbies Republicans over Ukraine
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            Spain announces plans to scrap 'golden visa' scheme in major blow to British expats
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            Labour's Rachel Reeves vows to raise extra £5bn for NHS and schools by bolstering efforts to tackle tax avoiders
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            New York appeals judge rejects Trump’s request to delay his hush money trial
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            Total solar eclipse races across North America
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            Russians stage rare protest after dam bursts and homes flood
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            Trump asks appeal court to intervene in last-minute bid to delay hush-money case
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            Trial begins in worldwide ‘Panama Papers’ money laundering case
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            Danish runner tells 'Hardest Geezer' Russ Cook to 'get the facts correct' as he disputes Africa achievement
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            In Pictures: Millions gather to watch solar eclipse sweep across US
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            New Orleans R&B singer Clarence ‘Frogman’ Henry dies aged 87
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            Hamas rejects Israel's latest ceasefire proposal as Netanyahu confirms a 'date is set' for a Rafah ground offensive
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            Pope marks six-month anniversary of Hamas attacks by meeting hostages’ relatives
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            Lanzarote locals put up fake 'closed' signs in fight against 'tourist avalanche'
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            Total solar eclipse plunges parts of North America into darkness as millions gather to watch rare phenomenon
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            Iran accuses US of giving Israel ‘green light’ for consulate attack
            
        
        

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: On 16,02,2023 Jonathan Majors attended the UK Gala Screening of Ant Man and the Wasp: Quantumania at the BFI IMAX Waterloo London.]

        
            
            Marvel actor Jonathan Majors sentenced to probation for assaulting ex-girlfriend
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Miriam Margolyes says 'Hitler has won' in damning video condemning Israel's actions in Gaza
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            Israel’s Netanyahu vows to carry out Rafah invasion, declaring there is a date
            
        
        

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Isaac Brown is named by police as the victim of a fatal stabbing in West Bromwich]

        
            
            Teen stabbed to death at shopping centre named by police as 15-year-old Isaac Brown
            
        
        

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Thousands of pounds have been raised since]
Man, 38, arrested after £10,000 fund stolen from under-10s boys football team meant to pay for Barcelona trip

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Sarah Mayhew has been identified by police]
Police name woman, 38, from Croydon as victim after human remains found in south London park

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Russian foreign minister Sergey Lavrov, centre, walks from the plane upon his arrival in Beijing, China]

        
            
            Russia’s foreign minister visits Beijing to emphasise close ties with China
            
        
        

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Police are hunting Habibur Masum, 25, over the murder of a woman in Bradford]
Bradford stabbing victim named as manhunt continues with man arrested on suspicion of assisting offender
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            Haiti police recover hijacked cargo ship after five-hour shootout with gangs
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    [image: Rishi Sunak outside 10 Downing Street]

        
            
            Rishi Sunak facts: Height, wife, children and policies revealed
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Arctic blast sets off government's Cold Weather Payment - but are you eligible for the £25 off energy bills?
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            Armistice Day: What is it about and when will the two-minute silence be held?
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    [image: Prince Harry will only return to UK with Meghan, Archie and Lilibet if 'major change' takes place]
Prince Harry will only return to UK with Meghan, Archie and Lilibet if 'major change' takes place
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History made as British and French troops swap roles for Changing of the Guard ceremony at Buckingham Palace

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Locals are outraged over plans to build the 'ideal town' in Kent.]
Fury over King Charles' plans to build 'ideal town' in Kent amid fears it will 'swallow up' area into 'one urban mass'
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    [image: Princess Kate revealed she was receiving treatment for cancer this evening.]

        
            
            Princess Kate: Now close the door, draw the curtains and focus on you!
            
        
        

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: We should be asking why Gen Z are struggling not reprimanding them for it, Natasha Devon argues.]
Generation Sicknote: If Gen Z are struggling to work then that’s a reflection of the lack of support available to them

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Sunak called for an end to the descent into 'mob rule'.]
Sunak is blaming the fallout of his political losses on protests - and cutting off the lifeblood of our democracy

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Humza Yousaf's troubles continue to plague him in 2024.]

        
            
            Be careful what you wish for is a phrase coined for Humza Yousaf
            
        
        

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Royal Mail proposals to axe Saturday post would undoubtedly hit a nerve, writes Tina McKenzie.]

        
            
            Small businesses shouldn't have to bear the brunt if Royal Mail axes Saturday post
            
        
        

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Rishi Sunak still faces a big fight over Rwanda]
Rishi Sunak's Rwanda woes are far from over as he faces Lords challenge and Tory critics circle

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Caller tells Shelagh his solution to illegal immigration.]
LBC caller tells Shelagh Fogarty that the Channel islands are the answer to 'illegal immigration'

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: 'Rishi Sunak chooses to do the self interested party politics': Shelagh Fogarty reflects on Tories' immigration policies]
'Rishi Sunak chooses to do the self-interested party politics': Shelagh Fogarty reflects on Tories' migration policies

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Premier League clubs should stump up money for policing, writes Henry Riley]

        
            
            Met Police chief is right to put the boot into the Premier League, writes Henry Riley
            
        
        

    
        
            
                
            
            

        

    




        
            


    

    [image: Image taken from the bridge of HMS Diamond, seen here firing her Sea Viper missiles in the Red Sea]
Red Sea clashes with the Houthis must not be just a fight for freedom of navigation - but for freedom from Iran’s hostile actions too
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